JOINT MEETING OF
THE COMMITTEE ON INFRASTRUCTURE
AND
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
A joint meeting of the Committee on Infrastructure and the Board of Public Works was held on
Thursday, April 21, 2022, at 6:00 p.m., in the Lecture Hall of Nashua North High School, 8 Titan
Way, Nashua, NH 03062.
I.

OPENING COMMITTEE MEETING

Chairman O'Brien declared the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
A.

General Introductory Remarks

Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
Good evening, everybody. I'm going to welcome you all to the Joint Meeting of Infrastructure
and The Board Of Public Works. Today is April 21, 2022, and the meeting started at 6:00 p.m.
at Nashua North High School, 8 Titan Way. We're going to try to attempt a little bit of a roll call
absent at this particular time is Alderman Lori Wilshire, but present is Tyler Gouveia, Alderman;
Alderman Alex Comeau; Alderman Richard Dowd; Myself, Alderman Michael O'Brien; Tim
Cummings, Community Development Director, we have Caroline O'Connor, yes, with us his
honor, the Mayor, James Donchess; Kevin Moriarty; BPW Commissioner Shannon Schoneman;
BPW Commissioner Paul Shea is on an excused absence; June Lemen, BPW Commissioner; and
also we have Dov Jaffe from Harvey Construction, Carl Dubois of Harvey Construction, and
could you? Andrew Martino from Harvey Construction. Okay, thank you. When we get to
talking, I think mostly the people that transcribe us recognize particularly the aldermen and the
commissioner's voices, but if you guys speak, can you just state your name so it does get
transcribed appropriately. All right, so, again welcome all.
We'll open the meeting, basically, we just did our introductory remarks. I will now open the
meeting for a public comment.
II.

PUBLIC COMMENT

I don’t' see anybody here. So I will close that portion of public comment.
III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

We'll move right on to the approval of the minutes of 3/24/22, without any objections I'll accept
the minutes and place them on file. Any objections? Then they are placed on file. So ordered.
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IV.

GENERAL PROGRESS UPDATE

I'll turn to Director Cummings.
Tim Cummings, Clerk, Director of Economic Development
Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair. For the record Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development.
We have Harvey with us and Dov Jaffe the project manager who will be giving us a quick
preview and update of the work we've accomplished thus far. I'm going to drop the screen.
[Screen moving down/Group laugher]
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
Mr. Mayor you might of wanted to watch your head, there you go.
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
This is part of the construction progress, I do recommend maybe helmets for people close to the
screen. Yes [laughter].
Mr. Cummings
If I may Mr. Chair, I'd like Dov to start the discussion.
Chairman O'Brien
Absolutely, thank you.
Dov Jaffe, Project Manager, Harvey Construction
First slide here is a rendering of the building, I didn't share this last time, but this is the isometric
view. That will show the finished building, and a couple of milestones taken from the schedule.
Really these are the key dates targeted to deliver the project, including foundation being
completed this month. Structural steel by the end of July, the roof and the building weather tight
I believe by the end of the summer, and the building substantially complete by the end of the
year.
Attached is a schedule update. This month this schedule was updated to include fabrication and
delivery in order to track long lead items particularly, in the environment that we're in with
supply chain issues and materials delays, this has been an item of concern and focus for the
project.
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Over the last month, we did do a schedule work around due to the delivery of the structural steel,
so we made the change to proceed with under slab piping prior to structural steel being delivered
in order to maintain the project schedule. As you can see it has compressed many activities as
part of the project. The critical path still run through building weather tight, including masonry,
roof, windows, doors, and then mechanical, electrical, plumbing and finishes. These are some
photographs of the works that has been completed this month. Particularly, it's been primary site
work preparing the new entrance at West Hollis Street. Drainage structures and piping, site cuts
and fills, and the installation of a new drainage basin for stormwater control, installation of
underground utilities, and other site infrastructure such as light post bases.
The other major element of work this month has been the foundation, so you'll see an aerial view
of the perimeter of the building, that includes the footings and foundation walls, damp proofing
and insulation. Right now we are preparing for the interior peers, and the elevator pit, so that is
the next major structural element. Any questions?
Mr. Cummings
Dov, could you just quickly help explain the schedule, and in particular, what color should we
focus on for critical path in your PowerPoint?
Mr. Jaffe
Red. So the critical path of the schedule is red and meaning that any item identified as red, if
there is a slip in those items it will impact the overall completion date of the project.
Mr. Cummings
Thank you. If I look at your current schedule it looks like you have substantial completion
happening at the end of December, December 27?
Mr. Jaffe
Correct.
Mr. Cummings
I just want to make sure everyone is aware of the current schedule that we're working with.
Chairman O'Brien
Alderman Comeau.
Alex Comeau, Alderman
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Yes, thank you. So looking at the schedule the vertical blue line shows the … is that the current
progress? Does that show we're about 2 weeks behind schedule?
Mr. Jaffe
Nope. The blue line is the update. Basically the day-to-date for the schedule update. So, this
schedule was created maybe 2 weeks ago at month-end, so that, the information that is here is
about a week and a half old, since April 8.
Alderman Comeau
Thank you.
Chairman O'Brien
Any other questions from members of the Committee? Yes, Mr. Dubois.
Carl Dubois, Harvey Construction
Just to follow up on that. That blue line will track from left to right as we move forward
month-to-month and Dov does his updates, just so people understand how to read it properly.
Chairman O'Brien
Any further questions? Thank you Mr. Jaffe. Very nice.
Mr. Jaffe
Thank you.
Chairman O'Brien
Okay. We'll move now, well we'll wait a second while the screen goes up.
[Screen moving up]
Mr. Cummings
Thank you Mr. Chair.
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V.

MEMOS

Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
Yeah, I was just going to say Mr. Cummings quite a step to No. 5, but just to keep everybody
informed when I called the roll I forgot to mention Alderman Jette. Alderman Jette cannot make
it this evening due to a personal illness, and if you look at the second on the agenda under Memo
on n "No. 5, alternative No. 5 Hot Water Pipes and Direction will be Needed" we're going to
hold that on the agenda until Alderman Jette is present to the next meeting. It isn't time sensitive
at this particular time, so it would be the courtesy, so without objection we'll give Alderman Jette
the courtesy to the next meeting and we'll bring that forward at that particular time. Okay.
Mr. Cummings will you get to the first issue of Memos, please.
Tim Cummings, Clerk, Director of Economic Development
Yes, thank you Mr. Chair. Again, Tim Cummings, Director of Economic Development. We're
at the point of the agenda on something that I wanted to bring to the Committee's attention, and
seek your guidance and hopefully your acceptance on a process that we're developing as we go.
This is the first time a joint body has met. We have a school structure well underway for
construction of school buildings, but here on the municipal side it has been a while since we have
built a new building, and so following the Charter, the process that is set out in the Charter, it
says that a joint body needs to constituted, and that joint body needs to constituted with the
Committee on Infrastructure and then depending on the building and what government entity
actually has care and custody over that building, in this case it is the Board of Public Works.
The joint body is constituted with that other governmental entity. And so from there our Charter
spells out certain responsibilities that the joint body has. In particular this one has a full and
complete design oversight. It has a role in providing recommendations on financial, ultimately
financial decisions go to the Board of Alderman and following our Finance Committee process.
We've been following that in good order.
There is a slight issue relative to making sure we're staying with the timing of the project, and as
you see we have a very tight schedule to deliver this project and our Charter was developed
many decades ago. It didn't necessarily anticipate some of the newer construction methodologies
that we are working with now, and so I'm trying to reconcile how best to do this, and I'm
following a little bit of the process that has already been developed with the joint school
building. And, under the guidance of Alderman Dowd this memo basically outlines what I'm
hoping we can do as matter of policy for right now, if acceptable, but ultimately what I would
suggest we try to get codified in legislation.
Starting with the back of the memo you'll see that I'm recommending a new ordinance be
developed which would allow the Chair of this body the ability to authorize up to $50,000.00,
when it comes to change orders with a communication back to this joint committee. This is
something that as I understand it is allowed at the school board process. We do not have that
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ability, and so I'm suggesting that we file legislation to allow for that. That is obviously going to
take some time. And so, without that I have developed a scheme that is front of you, which
basically outlines how the process would unfold, and if everyone is acceptable to it this would be
what we would do as a matter of working order until the legislation is approved.
Essentially, starting with the first item. The requisition or invoicing process. By way of
background when it comes to the municipal side of general government, once a contract has been
authorized the directors have the ability to authorize payment. What I recognized though is this
body should have the ability to see how the invoicing is occurring, and so what I am suggesting
is that anytime there is an invoice issued, prior to actually having payment, we would submit it
as part of this package and that's what I've done today.
You'll see Requisition No. 2 and Requisition No. 3 before you. We had a little bit of a timing
issue and Harvey was very gracious to work with us to redevelop their internal process to meet
our timelines, but as you'll see we have two requisitions this evening that if generally acceptable
we would like to proceed with payment.
When invoices are not part of the Harvey contract, the Board of Alderman has contracting
responsibility, if it's over a $1million and if it is under $1 million it's the Finance Committee. It
would be the same process, but we would have a recommendation by this joint body. That's
what we've been doing all along so far, and that is what I'm suggesting we continue to do. Now
if there is not a contract issued, there would be a payment authorization, we try to avoid that as
much as possible, we only do that for things that would be under $25,000.00, but nonetheless,
everything would come back before you so you'd have a running tally of all the expenses so you
could see how the money is being spent.
The next item is the change orders. This is a very sensitive item in terms of timeliness. Change
orders are typically brought to our attention because something was not anticipated. It was an
unforseen condition that needs to be rectified right away. As I mentioned the joint school
building process allows the Chair up to $50,000.00, authority without bringing it to the full body.
We're suggesting that this same process be mirrored. We currently have a contract in place with
Harvey for $12 million, so we are well without our discretionary ability to approve change orders
without needing to go back before the Finance Committee, or if it was a bigger item, to the full
Board of Aldermen because we have a guaranteed maximum price of just over $10 million.
I have a diagram there that kind of shows how this would be handled, and ultimately what I am
suggesting is what we do is meet weekly. The Executive Committee which has been the Chair
and Vice-Chair of Infrastructure, I believe the Vice-Chair of Board of Public Works gets invited,
the Mayor obviously could attention if he was interested, and meets weekly with the designing
and construction team. We go over the various items. When something rises to the level of
needing to be brought before this Committee, it would be at that meeting that it would be flushed
out and essentially then presented to this body at the next occurring meeting. The whole thought
process behind this is to make sure we are able to keep up with the timeliness of the project. We
can't have delays because this body only gets together once a month, and sometimes there are
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decisions that are going to be necessary on a weekly basis. My commitment to you will be I will
bring it to you immediately at the next following meeting to make sure that everyone is well
aware of it. Again, nothing relative to design. Anything that was relative to design we would
bring back before you before any decision was made.
That's essentially what the memo before you says. Mr. Chair I am asking for a vote on this to
make sure that I am in good stead in terms of how we proceed moving forward. I would ask for
your favorable approval of this. Thank you.
Chairman O'Brien
Thank you, Director Cummings. I'll open it up to questions, Alderman Dowd.
Alderman Dowd
Just before we go too far, the authority for my $50,000.00, is from the Joint Special School
Building Committee, not the Board of Education. There are five members of the Board of
Education, five members of the Board of Aldermen on the Joint Special, and the $50,000.00 is to
keep from having unnecessary delays because they can cost you a lot more than $50,000.00. I
could give you several instances, but it has to be something that it can't wait a month for another
meeting. We don't want for instance if something was happening with a the construction site and
I've got like 50 people from Severino and god knows how many other companies down there
working, and they come upon something that a decision has to be made right away or they all go
home, no! As long as there's $50,000.00, I can tell them to go ahead and then we bring it to the
next Joint Special and said hey, this was urgent, it was going to cost us a ton of money if we
didn't move on it, it's not outside the scope of what we're doing, and it gets approved. With that,
if you want, I'll make a motion to adopt the policies and procedures that you have outlined in
your memo.
Motion by Alderman Dowd:
Special Joint Commission.

To approve the Financial Aspect Sign-off Process for the

Chairman O'Brien
Further questions on a motion? Commissioner Moriarty.
Commissioner Moriarty
I guess I'm not clear on who-[You have to turn your mic on]
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Commissioner Moriarty
I'm sorry. I guess I'm not clear on who are the voting members of the Executive Committee.
Mr. Cummings
Great question. The Executive Committee I would suggest is an informal group with no "voting
responsibility," but it is the term we used where what I refer to as the owner's meeting occurs.
So, the owners of the project, which has been the Director of Public Works, myself, some senior
staff for DPW along with the construction team, and the design team get together with the ViceChair and the Chair of Infrastructure and as I understand it, the Board of Public Works has a
member that could participate if they were interested and had the ability to at these weekly
meetings. I know we -Mayor Donchess
That would be the Vice-Chair, right? Or at least-Mr. Cummings
--I believe so
Commissioner Moriarty
Which brings me to another point is that I think these meetings occur on Thursdays at 2:00,
which I am unable to attend as a Vice-Chair, so if there's another member of our board who
would be,--Mayor, who would you like to select for that. I just can't make those meetings at that
time.
Mayor Donchess
Do we have any volunteers?
Chairman O'Brien
I think Commissioner Moriarty, I think that's a housekeeping issue you can probably bring that
up within your board and then have that discussed and nominate somebody because we would
love to have you, obviously. Alderman Dowd.
Alderman Dowd
On the Joint Special, we have a similar thing. We have an executive committee meeting on
Wednesdays, usually by Zoom because our architect is in Maine, in fact he's supposed to be here
at 8:00, but it is to discuss things. There's no voting. There's no decisions made. It could be you
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know, hey we've got these alternatives which way do you think the Joint Special would like to
go, and we give them ideas. We talk about things that are coming up. We get a heads up on
PCOs and PCOs coming up. It is just administrative things. It is no voting. Nothing can be
authorized at the executive meeting. It would be the same thing here. For instance, in our
meetings on this building, I've sat in and there were things that came up that we have already
tackled on the Joint Special on school buildings that I would mention to Dov and say you know,
hey, you know, we already went down that path with the Fire Department and here's what you
need. You know call them and say this is what we're doing and things like that. It's no voting.
It's just information.
Commissioner Moriarty
Thank you.
Chairman O'Brien
Okay, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor Donchess
So what if the change orders were more than $50,000.00 in an emergency situation what would
be the procedure then?
Alderman Dowd
We'd have an emergency meeting of this committee.
Mayor Donchess
Okay.
Alderman Dowd
Because hopefully, we don't run into things that expensive. We've done enough engineering
upfront that we should be avoiding those types of things. The most expensive one I remember
was when we were building Nashua High this building, and they had a pipe that ran up on the
third floor and a pipe on the first floor, and no pipe on the second floor, and we couldn't stop the
construction where they had authorized it to go ahead and put the pipe in and I don't think it was
that --$50,000.00 probably, and so we can get it done and then we bring it back to the Joint
Special and say hey, this is what happened, this is why we authorized it, and you know, we
couldn't just sit there for a month because contractors sitting around, especially like Severino
who is doing the new school, if they leave they are not coming back. They got jobs lined up and
they want to get in and get out and so they can't wait around. So decisions have to be made and
they are usually minor things. If it's real minor the Joint Special is given Shawn Smith in case
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I'm not around authority up to $5,000.00, those are really minor things and we're not going to
cause a major cost increase because of something minor. So it is to keep the project moving and
keep the cost down.
Mayor Donchess
Okay.
Chairman O'Brien
Further questions? Alderman Comeau.
Alderman Comeau
Yes, thank you. I generally have no issue with setting this up so that it is like the Joint Special.
My only questions may be to Director Cummings. You said that you recommend the possibility
of a new ordinance kind of to codify this. Is there any legal ramifications for us? Do we have to
wait for that to happen before we start doing this?
Chairman O'Brien
Director Cummings.
Mr. Cummings
No. So long as there is consensus here under policies and procedures that were operating in
good working order, but I would recommend and would wan, and it is not so much for this
project, this is actually for future projects. I'm thinking more globally for the City of Nashua
overall as other buildings come up later on and one of the items that I did not mention earlier, but
I'll just take the opportunity to note now is I would suggest also the Chair of Infrastructure be the
Chair of this joint body whenever constituted to just help keep this from an organizational
perspective. A way to help keep moving this forward. The way the Charter reads, and I took
some time to actually learn this, every single time that the Police, the Fire, in this case, the Board
of Public Works undertakes a major construction project, this joint body needs to be formed, and
so from a long-term planning perspective, I would recommend having this ordinance in place to
help guide the City moving forward.
Chairman O'Brien
If I can add I think historically the original name of the Committee of Infrastructure was Lands
and Buildings, but somehow modernization and it became Infrastructure. It goes back to our
roots--
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Alderman Dowd
--I believe you've already talked to legal and this would be, if they just put an ordinance in place
would just to be to codify it so the next time there's a new building, we don't have to reinvent the
wheel.
Mr. Cummings
It would eventually stop us from having this process right here because it would be understood at
this point. As I said, this has been an evolving process because this is the first we've ever
constituted such a body. It's the first time we've built a new building in a really long time.
Alderman Comeau
I just wanted to make sure that we didn't have to wait for that-Mr. Cummings
--yeah-Alderman Comeau
--we could start doing it right away.
Chairman O'Brien
Any other questions from members of the Committee? Seeing none I will call for the vote.
MOTION CARRIED:
VI.

Unanimously.

REQUISITIONS

Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
Next, on the agenda, like I say we are skipping out of a courtesy to Alderman Jette. We'll move
on to No. 6 on the agenda. Mr. Cummings can you take us to Requisition No. 2 and Requisition
No. 3, please.
Tim Cummings, Clerk, Director of Economic Development
Yes. So what you'll see before you is Requisition No. 2 for $444,410.36, which is essentially
Invoice No. 2 from Harvey, and the third requisition was a projection as I mentioned, Harvey
was very kind to change their process, so we were a little bit of a time delay here. At the time it
was looking like it was $500,364.86. As I noted that's a projection. It actually, the official
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number came in this morning at $527,877.48. I just want to make sure everyone knows and
acknowledges that these are the two requisitions that we will be authorizing payment for ideally
as soon as this meeting is over.
Chairman O'Brien
Any discussion these requisitions? And Mr. Cummings do we need a motion on this to accept?
Mr. Cummings
No.
Chairman O'Brien
Okay.
Mr. Cummings
I would recommend that we don't, but better be safe than sorry. so-Alderman Dowd
-yeah, it, it's crossing the Ts and dotting the Is-Mr. Cummings
--yeah, exactly.
Chairman O'Brien
Yeah, okay. All right without objection, normally it could handle it separately, but seeing there
was no objection to it, if I may read it off the two together to expedite this. So all those in favor
signify by saying aye, by approving Requisition No. 2 and Requisition No. 3. So, I'll call the
vote. All those in favor say aye, opposed. Motion carries.
Motion by Chairman O'Brien:
MOTION CARRIES:
VII.

To Approve Requisite No. 2 and Requisition No. 3.

Unanimously

CHANGE ORDER REVIEW

Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
Next on the agenda is the Change Order Review. Director Cummings can you take us through
Change Orders 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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Tim Cummings, Clerk, Director of Economic Development
Yes, and we have Dov here this evening who will help correct me if I get any of this wrong.
Essentially, we have, and I'll take a moment to actually step back and maybe explain what a PCO
is. A PCO is a Potential Change Order and it is a way a construction manager flags for us in
advance that they'll be a potential primary contract change order or a PCCO coming a little bit
later on. In this particular case, we have PCO No. 1 and PCO No. 2. PCO No. 1 was relative to
some anchors that were not available that were specified in the drawings that we needed to do a
substitution for and so the price when we got the available material was a little bit higher than
anticipated, and then the equipment rental was to rent a piece of equipment that was unforseen at
the time, some material that was in the fill that was not expected that needed to be excavated,
that's actually a good example of a time sensitive one that needed to be acted upon right away.
At any rate, these first two PCOs actually don't have an effect on our contract. Harvey was able
to handle it within their current existing contract, I believe with the other lines, but nonetheless
because they were explicitly spelled out in the original contract they come before us as a
potential change order and it is outlined appropriately for us from a housekeeping or an
accounting paperwork perspective, but there is no change in the price. With that being said, I'm
going to call your attention to PCCO, which is the first Prime Contract Change Order, and that
has to deal with actually Nos. 3, 4, and 5, which are listed above, and those actually do have cost
ramifications to our original contract where we have an EMS for $36,000.00, fire alarm/stairwell
ABU at $8,209.00, and additional steel structure at $41,000.00, which were, these were the three
items that were compiled in our PCCO No. 1, which is a total of $86,010.22. I’m going to hand
it over to Dov to maybe walk us through specifically PCO No. 3, PCO No. 4, and PCO No. 5, to
provide just a little bit more detail as to why they were necessary.
Dov Jaffe, Project Manager, Harvey Construction
Thanks Tim. Dov Jaffe, Harvey Construction. PCO No. 3 is an electronic messaging sign. This
will be a sign that is proposed for the entrance at West Hollis Street. This cost is for the sign and
its structure only and does not include the anticipated masonry peers and any accent lighting that
will also be added to it, so the intent of this was to get it reviewed and the design underway so
that it could in place in time for this project.
Mr. Cummings
And if I may, this sign had always been anticipated in our overall project budget, but what it
wasn't was originally part of Harvey's contract. So this cost although it is being represented as a
change order because it is a change to Harvey's contract is not a change in the sense that we
always were carrying this in our total project budget.
Mr. Jaffe
PCO No. 4, the fire alarm and stairwell backup units. These are battery units. These were added
at the recommendation of the Nashua Fire Department after their review of the plans. PCO
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No. 5 is additional structural steel, not an additional steel structure. It is extra steel that was
requested to be added underneath the high-density file storage system after the design
considerations and the weight of those file structures was known, and after structural review, the
design team advised that this was going to be required.
Mr. Cummings
Thank you Dov. So, essentially those are the three items that total $86,000.00. What I will also
take the opportunity to note right now is you are going to see next probably a couple more
change orders it is not unusual at the start of a construction project. Particularly, a project that
has such a tight schedule to have a lot of this happen upfront in terms of just trying to get the
project off the ground. We will be trying to keep this at a minimum as much as possible, but we
do need to get some of these final details figured out so we can keep to the schedule. The most
important thing here is to maintain the project schedule. Slippage of that schedule could cause
more expense to us than these individual items that we're talking about right now.
Chairman O'Brien
Okay. Anybody that would like to have a discussion on these potential change orders? Okay,
seeing none. Also too without objection, would the Committee mind if we just read them off in
totality and we'll vote on them at once? Okay, seeing without objection, then I'm looking for a
motion. The motion will be to accept PCO No. 1 thermal anchors for $17,675.00, POC No. 2
equipment rental $16,341.60, Potential Change Order No. 3 EMS $3,640.63, PCO No. 4 fire
alarm/stairwell EBU $8,209.59, and PCO No. 5 Steel added structural $41,160.00, and combined
will be PCCO No. 1 which will include PCOs 3, 4, and 5 in the total of $86,010.22
Motion by Chairman O'Brien:
To accept PCO No. 1 Thermal Anchors for $17,675.00,
POC No. 2 Equipment Rental $16,341.60, Potential Change Order No. 3 EMS $3,640.63, PCO
No. 4 Fire alarm/Stairwell EBU $8,209.59, and PCO No. 5 Steel added Structural $41,160.00,
and Combined will be PCCO No. 1 which will include PCOs 3, 4, and 5 in the total of
$86,010.22.
MOTION CARRIED:

Unanimously.

VIII. OTHER CONTRACTS
Michael B. O'Brien, Sr., Chair, Board of Aldermen
Other contracts. Mr. Cummings.
Tim Cummings, Clerk, Director, Economic Development
Yes, thank you Mr. Chair. Now, this is not so much Harvey contract driver but is part of the
total project cost. What you have before you is two contracts that I would like your
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recommendation on because they do need to go onto the Finance Committee for approval. The
first one is for the filing system. This is a specialty system that will help, in particular, our
Engineering Department with the various plans and storage. That is at $95,016.76, and then the
other contract is for furniture. This is essentially for $400,000.00 to help with various office
furniture and pieces of furniture of that nature. This is to start that process. We need to have a
purchase order placed to begin the layout, the design, the selection of the various pieces, and
both of these items are part of the total project budget and was anticipated so this would not be
an added to the overall project in and of itself.
Chairman O'Brien
And, I think that's just enough that a normal vote is needed.
Mr. Cummings
If could, yes. Now, Mr. Chair if I could get a recommendation from this Committee I'd like to be
able to represent that at the Finance Committee.
Chairman O'Brien
Okay-Mr. Cummings
-- the next time (inaudible)constitute-Chairman O'Brien
All right I will call for a motion, how should I phrase this? To allow Director Cumming to work
on the filing system and the furniture, and seek forward the recommendations, codify the
recommendations that are needed, therefore.
Alderman Comeau
So moved, go ahead.
Mr. Cummings
Thank you.
Motion by Alderman Comeau:
MOTION CARRIES:

Unanimously.
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IX.

OLD BUSINESS

Moving to No. 9, old miscellaneous business items. I don't have anything on the agenda, and at
this particular time, nobody is in the audience, so we're going to skip the second public comment.
Just a little bit of house cleaning. Commissioner Moriarty brought up a good point and
Mr. Cummings can they contact you when they get their representative? I think Director
Cummings would be a good anchor-Mr. Cummings
--yeah, happy to do that-Chairman O'Brien
--for that. I'll let, you know, to respect to your committee to come up who would want to be
representative at these particular meetings.
Mr. Cummings
I'll work with Director Fauteux who will liaise to me who it should be and I will facilitate the
process to have that person brought on board.
Chairman O'Brien
Okay. Anybody else have any other items that they want to discuss with the Joint Committee?
Director Cummings.
X.

NEXT MEETING DATE

Mr. Cummings
Thank you. It just goes to the last agenda item. I wanted to confirm when we would meet again
in May. We've been typically meeting at 6:00 p.m. on Thursdays. I would suggest it would
something like May 19 or May 26, and I want to confirm, and I defer to the body as to which one
they would prefer, but I want to, do we know maybe know what night Joint Special is?
Alderman Dowd
The fourth Thursday in the month.
Mr. Cummings
So that would be the 26th, so hearing that if it's the pleasure of this body, I would recommend that
the 26th of May for our next meeting.
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Chairman O'Brien
I think I have a medical procedure that I'm really looking forward to for that day. But the Acting
Chari could step in if it-Alderman Dowd
-- I'm going to be here anyway-Chairman O'Brien
If it's a consensus. Okay. We'll nail the 26th, if I can make it we'll see how good the doctor does.
Alderman Dowd
Typically a Joint Special is always on the fourth Thursday, it's not this month because school
vacation next week and nobody is here.
Mr. Cummings
Thank you.
XI.

ADJOURNMENT

Chairman O'Brien
All right, then anybody else have anything to bring up to the Joint Committee? Seeing nothing.
Thank you Harvey Construction for joining us this evening. Thank you to both Boards for being
here, and I'm looking for a motion to adjourn.
Motion by Alderman Comeau:
MOTION CARRIED:

To adjourn.

Unanimously.

The joint meeting of the Committee on Infrastructure and Board of Public Works was adjourned
6:41 p.m.
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NASHUA DPW OFFICE BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE

APRIL 2022 PROJECT UPDATE
HARVEY CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION

NASHUA DPW OFFICE
BUILDING MILESTONES
 FOUNDATION COMPLETE:
 APRIL 2022
 STRUCTURAL STEEL ERECTED:
 JULY 2022
 ROOF COMPLETE/BLDG WEATHERTIGHT:
 AUGUST 2022
 BLDG COMMISSIONING/SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION:
 DECEMBER 2022

CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
SITEWORK

 PREP FOR NEW ENTRANCE AT W. HOLLIS ST
 INSTALL DRAINAGE STRUCTURES AND PIPING
 SITE CUTS AND FILLS
 INSTALL DETENTION BASIN
 INSTALL UNERGROUND UTILITIES
 SET LIGHTPOLE BASES

CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
FOUNDATION
 INSTALL PERIMETER FOOTINGS AND FOUNDATION WALLS
 DAMPPROOFING AND INSULATION
 PREP FOR INTERIOR PEIRS
 PREP FOR ELEVATOR PIT

